
Second Class Literacy Activities from Ms. Garahy 

April 20th 2020 

 

1. Read this story: 

 

Bad Fat Cat 

 

Pam has a cat. The cat is fat. 

The fat cat is bad. 

Bad Fat Cat sat in the jam. 

Pam had a rag bag. 

In the bag went Bad Fat Cat. 

Dad and Pam ran with Bad Fat Cat to the tap. 

 

Write out the sentences in your copy. 

Fill in the missing words.  

The words below will help you. 

 

tap            jam         bad          bag 

 

 The Fat Cat is …… 

 The cat sat in the …….. 

 Pam had a rag …….. 

 Dad ran to the ……. 

 

2. Can you write 6 words that rhyme with “bad”? 

 

3. Can you write 6 words that rhyme with “tap”? 

 

4. Can you write 6 words that rhyme with “bag”? 

 

5. Find the END sound. 

 



           

 

6. ROLL and READ 

 

Directions: Roll the dice, read and tick off the word. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

for or can 

was from your 

he have when 

It this we 

like be all 

you at only 

is I what 

in they not 

to his but 

a with by 

and as had 

of are one 

the on give 

 

Roll a 1 ot 2 

 

Roll a 3 or 4 

 

Roll a 5 or 6 

 



7. Words with “ow” or “ou”. 

The letters ow and ou are different letters that can make the same sound. 

Complete the words by writing the missing sound and read them for Mam or Dad. 

 

c_ _                                        h_ _                                   r _ _ nd 

_ _ t                                       l_ _ d                                 cr _ _ d 

s_ _ nd                                  br_ _ n                              f _ _ nd 

t_ _                                       n _ _                                   d _ _ n 

8. Read the story:  

 

At the Park. 

On Monday, Pam and Jim went with Gran to the park. Gran sat on a blanket on the 

bank beside the duck pond. Jim got his green tank from Gran’s handbag. He went 

to the sandpit. He made a ramp for the tank in the soft damp sand. 

Gran sent Pam to the hot-dog stand to get a drink. Jim had a ham sandwich. Pam 

had a mint lollipop. 

With a pink pencil, write out the words with  nk. 

With a red pencil, write out the words with nd. 

With a blue pencil, write out the words with nt. 

With a green pencil, write out the words with ft. 

With a yellow pencil, write out the words with mp. 

Answer the following questions: 

When did Pam and Jim go to the park? 

Who went with Pam and Jim to the park? 

Where did Jim go with his green tank? 

Why did Gran send Pam to the hot dog stand? 

 

9. Ring the word that DOES NOT rhyme with the word on the left: 

 

tank bank                thank                  bunk 

bend sand                mend                 send 



stump hump              jump                 camp 

gift lift                    soft                    sift 

went dent                 tent                    ant 

 

 

 

 

 


